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Check the appropriate box below if the Form 8-K filing is intended to simultaneously satisfy the filing obligation of
the registrant under any of the following provisions (see General Instruction A.2.):

[ ]      Written communications pursuant to Rule 425 under the Securities Act (17 CFR 230.425)

[ ]      Soliciting material pursuant to Rule 14a-12 under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14a-12)
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Item 8.01 Other Events.

ANO Damage and Outage.
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On March 31, 2013, during a scheduled refueling outage at ANO 1, a contractor-owned and operated heavy-lifting
apparatus collapsed while moving the generator stator out of the turbine building.  The collapse resulted in the death
of an ironworker and injuries to several other contract workers, caused ANO 2 to shut down, and damaged the ANO
turbine building.  The turbine building serves both ANO 1 and 2 and is a non-radiological area of the plant.  Entergy is
still analyzing the incident and the extent of the damage.  The total cost of assessment, debris removal, and replacing
damaged property and equipment is currently estimated to be in the range of $130 million to $215 million.  This
estimate may change as restoration efforts continue and more detailed analysis is performed.  Entergy Arkansas
restarted ANO 2 on April 28, 2013 and the unit reached full power on April 30, 2013.  Restoration and restart efforts
with respect to ANO 1 are ongoing and are expected to be complete before the end of 2013.  In addition, Entergy
Arkansas incurred replacement power costs for ANO 2 power during its outage and expects to incur incremental
replacement power costs for ANO 1 power to the extent its outage extends beyond the originally-planned duration of
the refueling outage.  Each of the Utility operating companies has recovery mechanisms in place designed to recover
its prudently-incurred fuel and purchased power costs.

Entergy Arkansas is assessing its options for recovering damages that resulted from the stator drop, including its
insurance coverage.  Entergy is a member of Nuclear Electric Insurance Limited (NEIL), a mutual insurance company
that provides property damage coverage to the members’ nuclear generating plants, including ANO.  NEIL has notified
Entergy that it believes that a $50 million course of construction sublimit applies to any loss associated with the lifting
apparatus failure and stator drop at ANO.  Entergy has responded that it disagrees with NEIL's position and is
evaluating its options for enforcing its rights under the policy.

SIGNATURE

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be
signed on its behalf by the undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

Entergy Corporation
Entergy Arkansas, Inc.

By:  /s/Alyson M. Mount      
Alyson M. Mount
Senior Vice President and
Chief Accounting Officer

Dated: May 20, 2013
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